Prince Gorge Co:LAB synopsis
The show is split into six sections, performed by a narrator and two musicians. Each section is
backed by a separate musical track.
1) Prince George is born with eight ounces of blood in his body
Prince George of Cambridge is born to parents, Kate Middleton and Prince William. He is third in
line to the throne and his blood and whole body are holy. The narrator celebrates George’s holy
body and describes the response to his birth. Outside the hospital where George is born, huge
crowds gather and three women pass out from exhaustion and the heat of the crowd, one of whom
dies. The narrator asks the audience to imagine George as a giant, red web of blood, made up of all
the facts that exist about him.
2) At the age of five, Prince George dreams of transforming into a giant, powerful bat
George is five and has a dream about a beautiful green field which turns into a nightmare. George is
being followed by a strange shadowy figure who he cannot run away or hide from. George curls up
as small as he can to hide and his body disintegrates. He turns into a ball of flesh, which then grows
wings and becomes a giant, powerful bat. George is no longer afraid and flies above the Earth,
making others afraid of him instead.
3) If you are unlucky enough to fall down a flight of stairs
The narrator describes the damage that would occur to your body if you fell down a flight of stairs.
Prince George is fifteen and at a function at the palace. He is a moody teenager with his family,
Prince William, Kate Middleton, Princess Charlotte and Prince Louis. They are being hounded by
photographers, which is making George feel trapped and scared. They keep asking him to smile. He
pushes one of the photographers away and they fall backwards down a flight of stairs. The other
photographers take a beautiful picture of him waving.
4) George lives here
The narrator guides us into a basement club in an unknown location, and further, into a back section
of the club, behind a golden curtain. The inside is a fetish club, people in hot leather costumes
crowd past. Prince George is here, in the year 2036, surrounded by admirers. Two of his admirers
being fighting over him and George calms them both by kissing them. George then grabs a body
from the people in the club and kisses them. They fall to the floor and more mouths start growing
from their mouth. The admirers in the club declare it a miracle. George drinks a glass of his own
blood.
5) We are making a new world
George is a powerful cult leader and speaks to a rally of his followers. He tells them that they will
live a life of violence in reaction to the violent world they find themselves in. They cheer and
worship him. In the limousine on the journey home, George falls asleep.
6) In which Prince George is a fucking posh coward
George has lost his power and the people are revolting and storming the palace. George hides in his
bedroom and doesn’t do anything. The narrator drops character and talks directly to George, asking
what he is going to do. They tell the audience that George is theirs now, that they can do what they
want with him.

